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The official journal of the Sandringham 
Yacht Club provides the eagerly awaited 
season review for club members.
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Commodore’s Report
It has been another excellent year for Sandringham Yacht Club (SYC)  

and a fitting tribute to our Immediate Past Commodore, Kate Mitchell,  
who passed over the reins leaving a terrific legacy and strong culture  

of SYC being a Club for its members. Well done Kate and thank you for  
the tireless hours spent serving our great Club.

The season kicked off in fine fashion with a Vikings-style celebration on 
Opening Day. This proved to be a popular theme, with much time and effort 
going into costumes and boat decorations, making for an awesome on-water 
spectacle and fun day. There were also several new additions to Opening 
Day including MV Kingfisher II the official Sail Past vessel, as well as some 
extra family activities in The Paddock. A particular hit was the dunking 
machine with a notable group of Club identities being sent for a swim  
on what was a chilly morning.
Turning to more serious business, the Club’s new ten year Strategic Plan  
was released this year and is available for all members to view on our website. 
This provides an excellent overview of where the Club is heading and I would 
encourage all members to take a moment to read it. Pleasingly, we are already 
making excellent progress on a number of the key initiatives. An aspect of 
the plan which is always of great interest is our facilities. While we are not 
currently undertaking any major new building projects, we certainly are not 
lying idle in this area. Over the coming months we will be working on the 
development of the next phase of our Facilities Master Plan, taking into 
account the needs of today as well as the next 10 years and beyond. With 
regard to our existing facilities, we now have an excellent Asset Maintenance 
& Replacement Program and are provisioning for those things known to us 
that will require preventative maintenance. Of course we are always subtly 
improving our amenities and at the time of writing, there are various projects 
under way including:
• Significant maintenance works to the Marina including staged 

replacement of the entire main walkway whaler system and some rows, 
servicing of the pedestals and pontoon repair works.

• Various yard improvements including the installation of a solid barrier 
system to provide much better safety and improved weekend trailer 
storage, as well as interim arrangements to give our contractors more 
onsite storage with the addition of four new sheds.

• Clubhouse works including new carpet in the Members’ Bar and a full 
refurbishment of the bar top and all internal and external furniture.

• Replacement of the tower lights with a vastly improved system.
• Working with Parks Victoria to undertake a renourishment of the breakwater 

directly in front of the Clubhouse which provides important protection to SYC.
• Working with government and local community groups to make safety 

improvements at the entrance to SYC including pavements, the addition 
of a pedestrian gate and improved lighting, camera security and signage. 
These enhancements also enable us to provide a safe haven on land for 
local community users of the area.

The real strength of SYC though and our very purpose for being, is to provide 
on-water activities and programs which entice our members to participate in 
Club life. We are working as hard as ever to maintain our status as the leading 
racing yacht club on the bay and to keep our fleets keen and active. Several 
changes to be introduced this season include a 50% reduction in race entry 
fees, various changes to our Race Management procedures and courses to 
provide safer and better quality racing, as well as some new race format 
options to give competitors more choice. Our Boating Department is now 
also providing constant on-water support during racing with a RHIB on 
standby at all times should members require emergency assistance. Our 
Wednesday Wonders fleet in particular continues to draw a consistently large 
fleet all year around and provides a terrific mix of competitive rivalry coupled 
with friendly camaraderie off the water. There is however always room for 
improvement and we will continue to experiment with new ideas, while 
welcoming member feedback or suggestions.
Our membership numbers continue to be strong and have plateaued at 
around 2700. General Committee is very focussed on working to ensure the 
Club delivers the best possible ‘value proposition’ to all members. We 

recognise the need to regularly re-assess and 
refine our membership offering to adapt to the 
changing needs of members and to ensure a 
highly satisfied, active and engaged 
membership. To this end, we are working on a 
program to better reward and recognise both 
long-term loyal members and volunteers and 
regular participants who make a substantial contribution to SYC by providing 
invaluable assistance and support to the Club.
One thing SYC does very well is to run all sorts of events, both on and off the 
water. After a hiatus of some six years, last season we re-introduced the 
Mercedes-Benz Brighton, Port Philip Corporate Day Challenge. With a slightly 
different format, the new event proved to be a huge success, with 300 
people enjoying morning tea on the Northern Podium, a friendly pursuit 
yacht race, followed by lunch and awards in the Port Phillip room.
As Commodore, the most rewarding experience of my term to date has been 
to assist in hosting 125 kids and parents as part of our support for Challenge, 
Kids with Cancer. A combination of 19 SYC yachts and power boats ventured 
out on the bay to provide a wonderful on-water experience for a bunch of 
families. Our visitors were greatly appreciative and for a brief moment were 
able to forget their daily troubles.
Looking forward, SYC will also be hosting National Championship regattas in 
2018 and for now, we have more than enough happening to keep us very 
busy. Stay tuned for further announcements as we have several other 
exciting opportunities in the pipeworks for beyond 2018.
Many of our members have performed exceptionally well in various races 
and competitions beyond SYC and further reports are contained within this 
magazine. In particular though, several of our young members campaigned 
diligently over many years for the Rio Olympics, but in the end it was not to 
be their time. So to Oli Tweddell, Tess Lloyd and Eliza Solly we applaud your 
efforts and know that your time to really shine is still ahead of you.
Financially and operationally the Club is performing very well, although only 
a slim margin for error exists. Our plans for the future are exciting but will 
require careful consideration balancing the need, risk and return of each 
initiative. A large number of marina berths that had been on long term leases 
will revert back to the Club over the next few years and overall this should be 
beneficial to us. However it will be important to ensure our marina 
occupancy rate stays at 100% and that boats are being actively used.
All other areas of the Club have performed in line with our budgetary 
expectations and this is a terrific tribute to our Management team and 
Finance & Audit Committee. Overall, our financial position along with good 
governance and risk management will be fundamental to ensuring our long 
term prosperity.
An extension of the Club’s operations also worthy of significant recognition is 
our on-site contractors and concession holders. These businesses provide 
essential marine products and services to our members and their 
contribution to the Club is greatly appreciated.
While preparing for this report I had cause to really reflect on what underpins 
the fabric of our Club and what attributes will successfully carry us into the 
future. In this respect, we have a uniquely friendly culture within SYC and we 
engage with and welcome others to our sport and Club. There is also a 
steadfast camaraderie and loyalty that exists both amongst our members 
and most importantly our staff as well. This terrific sense of community we 
enjoy across all aspects of the Club makes SYC a place we can all be proud. 
My hope is that we can play a part in breaking down the perceived barriers 
associated with our sport and let the broader community know what an 
accessible, fun and healthy pastime we all enjoy. Finally, I would like to extend 
my personal thanks to all our volunteers, committee members, and 
awesome staff members for making our Club so special.
Fair winds and safe boating for the season ahead.

Rob Davis
Commodore
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I cannot believe how quickly the 2016-17 sailing 
season has gone following a fantastic Opening 
Day. Our OTB sailors made the environmental 

decision to ban the use of water balloons during 
the Opening Day Sail Past and this was adopted 
by the wider Sandringham Yacht Club 
community. Many OTB sailors decorated their 
boats and dressed up as Vikings as well as our 
Junior Captains, Zoe Rae and Jack Furey who 
assisted with the official proceedings and the 
Opening Day ceremony. Glenn Taylor and a group 
of volunteers successfully ran the Opening Day 
Ronstan Challenge which provided some short 
sprints for OTB sailors and some racing for 
members and guests to view from the Bar and 
the northern podium.

OTB had a slow start to sailing season due to 
windy conditions, but after weeks of bad weather 
we finally got in some sailing, starting with Sail 
Sandy, Port Phillip’s premier OTB regatta. It was 
also was marred by heavy winds with Saturday 
and Sunday morning racing cancelled, but 
fortunately the Weather Bureau lifted the weather 
warning and PRO Stephen Aulich and his team  
of fantastic volunteers were able to get enough 
afternoon racing to constitute a series. Our junior 
captains, Zoe and Jack also successfully ran our 
Christmas party and a hippie-themed camp-out 
which was enjoyed by many.

We have a solid influx of new sailors transitioning 
from the Boating Department run programs such 
as Tackers, into our Green Fleet program which 
transitions young sailors into racing their own boat 
or crewing on an international cadet. Green Fleet 
has also been running our junior development 
squads on Sunday mornings providing coaching, 

which has been well subscribed with around  
25 optimists, 10 O’pen BIC dinghies as well as  
11 international cadets. Due to the amount of 
interest in the Junior Development Squad (JDS) 
we have extended this program and it will be 
running until the end of the autumn/winter series. 
A big thank you must go to David Suda who has 
done a great job with Head Coach, Leigh Thorne 
and Nathan Goss who have been assisting David 
coordinating coaches on a weekly basis. Without 
these guys, the Squad would not happen.

We also made changes to our calendar and 
started conducting twilights on Friday nights 
which has proven to be popular with Juniors, 
Intermediates and Seniors and is also providing 
the Members’ Bar with some entertaining sailing.

With the end of the summer series, the OTB 
community prepared to head to the Metung 
Yacht Club for our annual Easter Regatta in the 
Gippsland lakes.

Cadets
The 2017 International Cadet Championships held 
in January, were hosted in Adelaide by the Largs 
Bay Sailing Club and Sandringham Yacht Club was 
well represented with 11 boats. It proved to be a 
tough regatta with the first day of sailing 
cancelled due to high winds. The balance of the 
regatta sailed in light to moderate breezes with 
tide thrown in as an added barrier making starts 
and mark roundings challenging for most. 
Fortunately Tilly Davis and Will Shepard had a 
great last day which proved to be their day with 
1st place in heat 9, sealing a position in the 
Australian team for the next world championships 
which will be held in the Netherlands in August 
2017. This will provide a good excuse for our 

whole fleet to pitch in and train with Tilly and  
Will over winter months.

O’pen BIC
This season we have seen many of our optimist 
fleet transition into the O’pen BIC. Fleet numbers 
have grown from a few to a keen fleet of 10 who 
train on Sunday mornings. The more experienced 
sailors, Lindon Wareing, Oli Van Der Slot, Clay 
Williams and Jackson Crawshaw have been 
attending regattas like Sail Melbourne, George 
Mac, Vic BIC Cup around the bay and the BIC 
nationals in Adelaide. With the focus on fun 
sailing, the kids who sail BICs are attracting more 
friends and they are a tight-knit group who know 
how to have a good time on the water.

In January, 11 of our Optimist dinghies also 
travelled to Largs Bay for the 2017 Australian and 
Open Optimist Championships. I am proud to 
announce that Philip Cripsey and Matty Goss 
finished 1st and 2nd respectively in the Silver 
Fleet. Both boys have been selected to sail in  
New Caledonia later this year.

Terry George
Club Captain - Off The Beach

Off The Beach Report

Metung

Metung

Cadet States

Cadet States
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Young Members Report
The Young members kicked off the 

summer season with a bang, organising 
the Sandringham Yacht Club Movember 

Challenge. With thanks to several SYC members 
and staff who either grew a mo or entered the 
step challenge, SYC raised $1,364 for men’s 
health charities.

Throughout the year the SYC Young members 
participated in various regattas interstate and 
overseas including J24 fleet racing, Women in 
Sailing Challenge, Match Racing, i14 Worlds 
(France), Festival of Sails, Off The Beach racing, 
Thursday Twilights and weekend keelboat 

racing. One of the highlights was the Woodstock 
Victorian Match Racing Championship where 
21 SYC Young members took part.

The annual Christmas party involved the 
standard shenanigans with dinner and a froth 
or two after a twilight race, need we say more?

Make sure you keep an eye out  
on our Facebook page for some exciting 
events that will be taking place over winter 
2017, Facebook.com/YoungMembersAt 
SandringhamYachtClub. 

Freya Vickery

For more information, please contact club member Jon Holroyd
Suite 105, 75 Tulip Street Phone (03) 9271 8404 
Sandringham VIC 3191 www.broadbentfinancial.com.au

Private Wealth Management
Broadbent Financial, is an independent investment advisory  
and stockbroking business that specialises in asset management 
for high net worth individuals, families, SMSF’s and institutions. 

Our core investments are built around Australian shares,  
listed property trusts, infrastructure and listed hybrids,  
all of which deliver strong and regular income. 

We gain international exposure via listed  
investment companies and we further diversify  
portfolios by accessing private equity deal flow. 

Our objective is to grow the value of your assets  
over time through a combination of careful structuring, asset allocation, 
investment selection and meticulous performance and tax reporting.  
The fact we invest funds directly into the market and have lower 
overheads means we can charge significantly lower fees than  
investment banks and wrap style investment platforms, which  
ultimately improves client returns. 

State and National Champions 
2016 – 2017

2017 Sabre Nationals 
Jon Holroyd, Espresso

2017 Australian Laser  
Radial Championship 

Rhett Gowans, Rhett’s Rig

2017 49erFX State 
Championships 

Tess Lloyd and Eliza Solly, 
Valhalla

2017 International Finn 
Australian Championship 

Oliver Tweddell
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Division 1 AMS & IRC
Joust 

Rod Warren

Division 2 IRC
Alibi

Dennis Hambleton

Division 2 PHS
Vindaloo

John Taylor

Division 1 PHS 
Smooth Criminal 

Don Cameron

Division 2 AMS
Frenzy

Jon Evans

Division 3 AMS & PHS
Watermark II

Graeme Watt and David Suda

Club Champions 2016 – 2017
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Sunday Sailors Report
The Sunday Sailors article that appeared in 

the 2016 issue of Off the Wind mentioned 
that: ‘At the time of writing there are three 

more scheduled races to go before the series 
ends on 3 April 2016’. More than one person read 
the article and commented that they could not 
wait to find out how the series ended. Writing 
about the outcome of the Summer Series 2015-16 
is a good way to begin this article.

It appeared that Cassandra of Melbourne was 
going to win the Summer Series 2015-16 
aggregate quite convincingly. At the completion 
of race 10 she had three wins from eight races, 
was on top of the aggregate with a lead of seven 
points and there were only three more races to 
go. The next race, race 11, was contested by  
22 yachts in a light south-westerly around a 
shortened course 16. Phoenix (Alex Tseberg)  
won the race, Antares (Grant Stewart and Darrin 
Pearce) came 2nd and Bon Vivant (Russell Keays) 
was 3rd. Copyright (Stuart Morrison Jack) went to 
the top of the aggregate which gave him a lead  
of two points. There were still two races to go.

Course 16 was selected for race 12 but this time 
the breeze was stronger, about 13 knots and from 
the south-east. There were 21 yachts in the race 
won by Panache IV (Egils E Stokans) with High 
Handed (Guy Dwyer) 2nd and Shilo (Doug 
Jackson) 3rd, ahead of Copyright which finished  
in 17th place and Cassandra was back on top of 
the aggregate with a lead of one point over 
Copyright. One race remained.

It was a 7 knot breeze that slowly shifted from the 
east to the south for the last race. A shorter course 
13 was selected and although there were only  
16 competitors, competition remained keen. It 
turned out to be a long race with only two yachts 
completing the course in less than two hours with 
two yachts failing to finish within the time limit. 
Winning the race was Lebrok (Theo Korbel) with 
Copyright 2nd and Debonnaire (Phil Gomez) 3rd. 
Cassandra finished 5th almost five minutes 
behind Copyright. Copyright finished the series 
on top of the aggregate with a lead of two points 
over Cassandra in 2nd and Dilli Gaff (Paul MacBain) 
in 3rd place. It was something of a topsy-turvy 
finish to the series.

The Sunday Plate is awarded to the boat having 
the lowest combined placing in the winter and 
Summer Sunday Series and the winner was 
Copyright. Foggy Dew won the Noelle Coram 
Trophy which is awarded to the boat having the 
lowest combined score based on their placings in 
the winter and summer for Wednesday Wonders 
and Sunday Sailors.

After a three week break, the Sunday Sailors 
Winter Series 2016 was due to start on 1 May.  
A 27 knot westerly saw that race abandoned and 
the series commenced two weeks later on 15 May. 
What had started as an 11 race series was already 
reduced to ten races but all ten were successfully 
completed. Thirty yachts of all shapes and sizes 
entered the aggregate. Five yachts that entered 
the 2015-16 summer series did not enter the 
winter series. However, this change was balanced 
by five yachts not in the summer series, entering 
the winter series. At 65 feet Independant 
Endeavour (Malcolm Mohr) was again the longest, 
with the 23 foot Sonata Cadenza (Kenneth 
Foxworthy) being the shortest. The modern  
racer/cruiser type yachts were well represented  
as were some of the older ‘classic plastics’.

The use of spinnakers was again an option 
throughout the series but this required the 
application of a ‘spinnaker factor’ which is in 
effect, an additional handicap. The effectiveness 
of spinnakers is probably a good topic for an 
endless debate. Does the increase in speed 
provided by a spinnaker compensate for what  

can be difficulties in setting and dropping them?  
They do provide a good splash of colour and can 
provide a greater sense of camaraderie among 
the crews that use them.

In general the breeze averaged 12.7 knots from 
the north-west for the series. Sunday Sailors is 
noted for the lighter breezes that can be found  
on Port Phillip in the morning. Four out of the  
10 races experienced particularly light winds with 
48 yachts in these races not finishing within the 
time limit and recording Did Not Finish (DNF). 
In total there were 58 yachts recording DNF in the 
10 races of the series. It must have been very 
disappointing for the skippers and crew of the 
yachts concerned.

The series had not produced the tussle at the top 
of the aggregate seen in the previous summer. 
The winner of the aggregate was Xpresso which 
had held top spot since race seven. Carpe Diem 
finished 2nd, a position she had held since race 
seven and Copyright was 3rd having also fluctuated 
between positions three and four since race seven.

The 2016-17 Summer Series was due to start two 
weeks after the last winter race. However race one 
came with a gale warning and was cancelled, so 
the series began on the 23 October 2016. There 
were six yachts that did not continue from the 
winter into the summer series. However this was 
compensated for by nine new yachts set to 
contest the next 12 races.

A Cunning Plan

Cassandra of Melbourne Phoenix Antares Copyright

Carpe Diem
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2016 Victory Cup
The Victorian Combined Yacht Clubs Annual 

Victory Cup Golf Day has been played since 
1947. History shows it has been previously 

held by Royal Brighton Yacht Club, Royal Geelong 
Yacht Club, Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron, 
Mornington Yacht Club and Sandringham Yacht 
Club. Over the years the Victory Cup has been 
played, participants have always enjoyed a great 
social day of golf, meeting or catching up with 
members from other yachts clubs.

On Friday 28 October 2016, SYC was victorious in 
bringing home the 69 year old Victory Cup.

Top 6 Sandringham Yacht Club 
Individual Results

1   Ashleigh Trebilcock –40pts
2   Michelle Trebilcock – 35pts
3   Ross Wilson – 33pts
4   Garry Anderson – 33pts
5   Susie Kidd – 33pts
6    Andy Allsep, Marilyn King  

and Robert Kerr – 32pts

Overall Club Results
1   SYC – 206pts
2   MYC – 202pts
3   RBYC – 184pts
4   RMYS – 165pts

Individual Results 
   Mens

1st   Ash Trebilcock (SYC) – 40pts
2nd  Garry Gosling (MYC) – 38pts
3rd   Ash Hunt (RMYS) – 37pts

   Ladies
1st   Michelle Trebilcock (SYC) – 35pts
2nd  Susie Kidd (SYC) – 33pts
3rd   Marilyn King (SYC) – 32pts

Longest Drive
Men – Leigh Dorrington (RBYC)
Ladies – Michelle Trebilcock (SYC)

Closest to the Pin
Men – Geoff (Joffa) Goldsmith (RBYC)
Ladies – Bev Donnellan (MYC)

The 2017 event is scheduled for  
Friday 20 October.

Garry Anderson

“Hi I’m Manfred,

 We finance all your 
business needs from private 
vehicles, commercial fleets, 
office equipment and software, 
commercial developments, 
property and fitouts, factory 
machinery, boats, aircraft and 
anything you require. 

how do you like 
me so far?”

Call 0418 310 154
email Peter@PeterMcAdamFinance.com.au

or visit PeterMcAdamFinance.com.au
LEVEL 2, 493 ST KILDA ROAD, 
MELBOURNE, VIC 3004

O F F  W AT E R  A C T I V I T I E S

2 0 1 7  E D I T I O N

LM
C

T4
43 988 Nepean Hwy Moorabbin (03) 8506 9898 

www.mbbrighton.com.auMercedes-Benz Brighton

Proud partners of SYC.

$500

Mercedes-Benz Brighton are proud automotive partners of the Sandringham Yacht Club.
Visit the team at Mercedes-Benz Brighton for all your Mercedes-Benz requirements.

• New, Demonstrator and Pre-Owned vehicles.
• Genuine Service, Parts and Auto Body Repairs.
• Finance and Insurance.

Donation to the SYC
Junior Sailing Programme.

Furthermore when you purchase a New, Demonstrator or Approved 
Pre-Owned vehicle from Mercedes-Benz Brighton we will provide the 
SYC Junior Sailing Programme with a donation of $500.*

Simply present proof of SYC Membership to a member of our sales 
team on enquiry.

*On selected models. Conditions apply.
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PUBLICATION
  OVERVIEW

SYC is situated on the foreshore of Port Phillip Bay. 
Offering world class sailing facilities, year round sporting 
and social events, exceptional dining rooms, 360 berth 
floating marina, boating academy, waterfront support 
services and a modern clubhouse.

SYC members and their guests enjoy a lively club 
atmosphere thanks to year round industry events, 
boating activities and sailing regattas. Members  
are affluent, progressive and aspirational.

Off the Wind delivers the latest, most relevant information 
on race results, events, membership, sailing equipment 
and general club life updates.

Published annually in high quality gloss stock and perfect 
bound, Off the Wind is reflective of the exclusivity of the 
Club and the marquee brands of our clients.

• High-end market

• Broad cross-section of business people

• Clubhouse and its facilities are world class

• Reviews past season

• Distribution Australia wide.

Off the Wind is the official journal of the Sandringham Yacht Club and 
provides our clients with direct and exclusive access to nearly 2,700 
members, associates and guests of Victoria’s premier yacht club.

Key Facts

“Sandringham Yacht Club is the 
premier yacht club in Victoria 

and has been in operation 
for over 100 years, offering 

excellent facilities, very active 
year round boating and social 
programs and in a wonderful 

location complimented by 
resources to ensure that your 
needs are met both on water 

and land.”
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RATE CARD, DIMENSIONS & DEADLINES  

SIZE HEIGHT x WIDTH MEMBER + SPONSOR 
RATE ex GST

NON MEMBER RATE 
ex GST

Eighth Page 63 x 89 mm $300 $330

Quarter Page Horizontal 63 x 181 mm $375 $410

Quarter Page Vertical 131 x 89 mm $375 $410

Half Page 131 x 181 mm $650 $715

Full Page 297 x 210 mm $1,300 $1,430

Inside Front Cover 297 x 210 mm $1,550 $1,705

Inside Back Cover 297 x 210 mm $1,550 $1,705

Outside Back Cover 297 x 210 mm $2,050 $2,255

Double Page Spread 297 x 429 mm $2,250 $2,475

*All rates include full colour.

EDITION BOOKING DEADLINE ARTWORK DEADLINE DISTRIBUTION DATE

2018 1 May 2018 31 May 2018 early July 2018

*If you don’t have existing artwork, please see page 4 of the Media Kit for ad creation service from Privaro Design.

VISUAL GUIDE 

HALF PAGE
131 x 181mm

QUARTER PAGE 
VERTICAL
131 x 89mm

QUARTER PAGE 
HORIZONTAL

63 x 181mm

EIGHTH PAGE
63 x 89mm
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Magazine Trim Size: 297 x 210mm

ARTWORK 
SPECIFICATIONS

COLOURS

• Process CMYK for full colour, greyscale or black & white  
for mono reproduction.  

• No spot colours. 

• Images requiring colour correction may be rejected.  

• Black solids should include 40% cyan.  

• Total ink weight should not exceed 300%.  

• For accurate colour reproduction, all material  
must be accompanied by a digital proof.  

• No responsibility will be taken for print colour reproduction 
when a proof is not supplied.

IMAGE RESOLUTION

• All images must be 300dpi when placed 100% on page.

• Low res images will not be accepted. 

• Linescreen at 133lpi

TYPE FORMATS

• Type should be no smaller than 8pt.  

• Reversed type should be 10pt or larger.

• PDF files created in Acrobat Distiller.  

• All fonts embedded and/or outlined.  

• No ‘TrueType’ fonts will be accepted.  

• Register and Trim marks must appear on all files.

• Minimum 3mm bleed where required.

ACCEPTABLE MEDIA

• Please supply print ready PDF with 3mm bleed and crop 
marks, ensure all fonts are outlined, any spot colours and 
images to be converted to CMYK - no PMS Colours.  

• Ensure file is labelled with your business name along with type 
of ad booked. eg. Businessname_halfpageAdv.pdf.  

• All adverts to be emailed to: naomi.smith@syc.com.au 

• Anything adverts over 5Mb please use an online file sharing 
website  ‘Dropbox’, please contact Naomi Smith for login details. 
Alternatively, mail a CD or USB to ‘Sandringham Yacht Club’.

ADVERTISING & DESIGN 
ENQUIRIES

EDITORIAL

Editorial can be submitted for consideration, please email ceo@
syc.com.au or naomi.smith@syc.com.au

Subject to editor’s discretion.  Acceptance of an article does not 
guarantee publication.

ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES

For all advertising enquiries please call Naomi Smith  
or Richard Hewett, Sandringham Yacht Club

P: (03) 9599 0999

E: naomi.smith@syc.com.au or ceo@syc.com.au

W: syc.com.au

DESIGN ENQUIRIES

For all print design enquiries please contact :

Nick Richards 
Director 
Privaro Design

M: 0408 159 355 
E: nick@privaro.com.au 
www.privaro.com.au

DISCLAIMER

While we may verify that advertising material is within our 
specifications, it is the responsibility of the client/agency to supply 
correct material.  It is also a requirement that the material must 
be delivered on time so quality checking procedures can take 
place.  Late and/or incorrect materials are liable to incur additional 
production charges.  

Sandringham Yacht Club reserves the right to refuse any advertising 
material that is in conflict of any Club stakeholder and the right 
to refuse any advertising material that does not meet our print 
specifications.

D E S I G N  F O R  P R I N T  &  W E B
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